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Abstrat. One of the topial problems of ontemporary physis is a possible variability

of the fundamental onstants. Here we onsider possible variability of two dimensionless

onstants whih are most important for alulation of atomi and moleular spetra (in

partiular, the X-ray ones): the �ne-struture onstant � = e

2

=�h and the proton-to-

eletron mass ratio � = m

p

=m

e

. Values of the physial onstants in the early epohs

are estimated diretly from observations of quasars { the most powerful soures of

radiation, whose spetra were formed when the Universe was several times younger

than now. A ritial analysis of the available results leads to the onlusion that

present-day data do not reveal any statistially signi�ant evidene for variations of

the fundamental onstants under study. The most reliable upper limits to possible

variation rates at the 95% on�dene level, obtained in our work, read:

j _�=�j < 1:4� 10

�14

yr

�1

; j _�=�j < 1:5� 10

�14

yr

�1

on the average over the last 10

10

yr.

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary theories (SUSY GUT, superstring and others) not only predit

the dependene of fundamental physial onstants on energy

1

, but also have os-

mologial solutions in whih low-energy values of these onstants vary with the

osmologial time. The predited variation at the present epoh is small but non-

zero, and it depends on theoretial model. In partiular, Damour and Polyakov

[1℄ have developed a modern version of the string theory, whose parameters ould

be determined from osmologial variations of the oupling onstants and hadron-

to-eletron mass ratios. Clearly, a disovery of these variations would be a great

step in our understanding of Nature. Even a reliable upper bound on a possible

variation rate of a fundamental onstant presents a valuable tool for seleting viable

theoretial models.

1)

The predition of the theory that the fundamental onstants depend on the energy of intera-

tion has been on�rmed in experiment. In this paper, we onsider only the spae-time variability

of their low-energy limits.



Historially, a hypothesis that the fundamental onstants may depend on the

osmologial time t (that is the age of the Universe) was �rst disussed by Milne [2℄

and Dira [3℄. The latter author proposed his famous \large-number hypothesis"

and suggested that the gravitational onstant was diretly proportional to t. Later

the variability of fundamental onstants was analyzed, using di�erent arguments,

by Gamow [4℄, Dyson [5℄, and others. The interest in the problem has been revived

due to reent major ahievements in GUT and Superstring models (e.g., [1℄).

Presently, the fundamental onstants are being measured with a relative error

of � 10

�8

. These measurements obviously rule out onsiderable variations of the

onstants on a short time sale, but do not exlude their hanges over the lifetime

of the Universe, � 1:5� 10

10

years. Moreover, one annot rule out the possibility

that the onstants di�er in widely separated regions of the Universe; this ould be

disproved only by astrophysial observations and di�erent kinds of experiments.

Laboratory experiments annot trae possible variation of a fundamental on-

stant during the entire history of the Universe. Fortunately, Nature has provided

us with a tool for diret measuring the physial onstants in the early epohs. This

tool is based on observations of quasars, the most powerful soures of radiation.

Many quasars belong to most distant objets we an observe. Light from the dis-

tant quasars travels to us about 10

10

years. This means that the quasar spetra

registered now were formed � 10

10

years ago. The wavelengths of the lines ob-

served in these spetra (�

obs

) inrease ompared to their laboratory values (�

lab

)

in proportion �

obs

= �

lab

(1 + z), where the osmologial redshift z an be used to

determine the age of the Universe at the line-formation epoh. In some ases, the

redshift is as high as z � 3�5, so that the intrinsially far-ultraviolet lines are reg-

istered in the visible range. The examples are demonstrated in Fig. 1. Analysing

these spetra we may study the epoh when the Universe was several times younger

than now.

Here we review briey the studies of the spae-time variability of the �ne-

struture onstant � and the proton-to-eletron mass ratio �.

FINE-STRUCTURE CONSTANT

Various tests of the fundamental onstant variability di�er in spae-time regions

of the Universe whih they over. Loal tests relate to the values of onstants on

the Earth and in the Solar system. In partiular, laboratory tests infer the possible

variation of ertain ombinations of onstants \here and now" from omparison of

di�erent frequeny standards. Geophysial tests impose onstraints on ombina-

tions of fundamental onstants over the past history of the Solar system, although

most of these onstraints are very indiret. In ontrast, astrophysial tests allows

one to \measure" the values of fundamental onstants in distant areas of the early

Universe.
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FIGURE 1. Portions of quasar spetra whih show the absorption lines of H

2

and Si iv with

large redshifts, z = (�

obs

� �

lab

)=�

lab

� 2:8. The lower horizontal axis gives the wavelengths in

the observer's frame (�

obs

) and the upper axis gives the wavelengths in the quasar's frame �

lab

(in

�

A). (a) The spetrum (thin line) of the quasar PKS 0528{250, obtained with the 4-meter CTIO

telesope (Chile), ontaining H

2

lines whih belong to the L 4{0 branh of the spetrum; thik

line plots the spetral �t. (b) The spetrum of the quasar HS 1946+76, obtained with the 6-meter

SAO telesope (Russia), ontaining Si iv doublet lines whih orrespond to the
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transitions.

Loal tests

Laboratory experiments

There were a number of laboratory experimets aimed at detetion of trends of

the fundamental onstants with time by omparison of frequeny standards whih

have di�erent dependenes on the onstants. We mention only two of the published

experiments.

Comparison of H-masers with Cs-loks during 427 days revealed a relative (H{

Cs) frequeny drift with a rate 1:5 � 10

�16

per day, while the rates of (H-H) and

(Cs{Cs) drifts (i.e., the drifts between idential standards, used to ontrol their

stability) were less than 1 � 10

�16

per day [6℄. A similar result was found in

omparison of a Hg

+

-lok with a H-maser during 140 days [7℄: the rate of the

relative frequeny drift was less than (2� 1)� 10

�16

per day.

Suh a drift is treated as a onsequene of a di�erene in the long-term stability



of di�erent atomi loks. In priniple, however, it may be aused by variation of �.

That is why it gives an upper limit to the � variation [7℄: j _�=�j � 3:7�10

�14

yr

�1

.

Geophysial tests

The strongest bound on the possible time-variation rate of � was derived in

1976 by Shlyakhter [8℄, and reently, from a more detailed analysis, by Damour

and Dyson [9℄, who obtained j _�=�j < 0:7 � 10

�16

yr

�1

, The analysis was based

on measurements of isotope ratios in the Oklo site in Gabon, where a unique

natural uranium nulear �ssion reator had operated 1.8 billion years ago. The

isotope ratios of samarium produed in this reator by the neutron apture reation

149

Sm+n !

150

Sm+ would be ompletely di�erent, if the energy of the nulear

resonane responsible for this apture were shifted at least by 0.1 eV.

Another strong bound, j _�=�j < 5� 10

�15

yr

�1

, was obtained by Dyson [5℄ from

an isotopi analysis of natural radioative deay produts in meteorites.

A weak point of these tests is their dependene on the model of the phenomenon,

fairly omplex, involving many physial e�ets. For instane, Damour and Dyson

[9℄ estimated possible shift of the above-mentioned resonane due to the � variation,

assuming that the Coulomb energy of the exited state of

150

Sm

�

, responsible for

the resonane, is not less than the Coulomb energy of the ground state of

150

Sm.

In absene of experimental data on the nulear state in question, this assumption

is not justi�ed, sine heavy exited nulei often have Coulomb energies smaller

than those for their ground states [10℄. Furthermore, a orrelation between the

onstants of strong and eletroweak interations (whih is likely in the frame of

modern theory) might lead to further softening of the mentioned bounds by 100-

fold, to j _�=�j < 5� 10

�15

yr

�1

, as noted by Sisterna and Vuetih [11℄.

In addition, the loal tests annot be extended to distant spae regions and to

the early Universe, sine the law of possible spae-time variation of � is unknown

a priory. It is the extragalati astronomy that allows us to study these remote

regions of spaetime, in partiular the regions whih were ausally disonneted at

the epoh of formation of the observed absorption spetra.

Astrophysial tests

To �nd out whether � hanged over the osmologial time, we have studied the

�ne splitting of the doublet lines of Si iv, C iv, Mg ii and other ions, observed in

the spetra of distant quasars. Aording to quantum eletrodynamis, the relative

splitting of these lines Æ�=� is proportional to �

2

(negleting very small orretions).

Consequently, if � hanged with time, then Æ�=� would depend on the osmologial

redshift z. This method of measuring � in distant regions of the Universe had been

�rst suggested by Savedo� [12℄ and was used later by other authors. For instane,

Wolfe et al. [13℄ derived an estimate j _�=�j < 4� 10

�12

yr

�1

from an observation of

the Mg ii absorption doublet at z = 0:524.



TABLE 1. Variation of � value estimated from

redshifted Si iv �ne-splitting doublets.

Quasar z ��=� Ref.

HS 1946+76 3.050079 1.58 [16℄

HS 1946+76 3.049312 0.34 [16℄

HS 1946+76 2.843357 0.59 [16℄

S4 0636+76 2.904528 1.37 [16℄

S5 0014+81 2.801356 -1.80 [16℄

S5 0014+81 2.800840 -1.70 [16℄

S5 0014+81 2.800030 1.11 [16℄

PKS 0424�13 2.100027 -4.51 [15℄

Q 0450�13 2.230199 -1.48 [15℄

Q 0450�13 2.104986 0.02 [15℄

Q 0450�13 2.066646 1.03 [15℄

J 2233�60 1.867484 -1.92 [17℄

J 2233�60 1.869756 -2.21 [17℄

J 2233�60 1.871074 -1.41 [17℄

J 2233�60 1.925971 1.11 [17℄

J 2233�60 1.941979 0.48 [17℄

An approximate formula whih relates a deviation of � at redshift z from its ur-

rent value, ��

z

, with measured Æ�=� in the extragalati spetra and in laboratory

reads

��

z

�



r

2

"

(Æ�=�)

z

(Æ�=�)

0

� 1

#

; (1)

where 

r

� 1 takes into aount radiation orretions [14℄: for instane, for Si iv



r

� 0:9.

Many high-quality quasar spetra measured in the last deade have enabled us to

signi�antly inrease the auray of determination of Æ�=� at large z. An example

of the spetra observed is shown in Fig. 1. For the present report, we have seleted

the results of high-resolution observations [15{17℄, most suitable for an analysis of

� variation. The values of ��=� alulated from these data aording to Eq. (1)

are given in Table 1.

As a result, we obtain a new estimate of the possible deviation of the �ne-

struture onstant at z = 2{4 from its present (z = 0) value:

��=� = (�4:6� 4:3 [stat℄� 1:4 [syst℄)� 10

�5

; (2)

where the statistial error is obtained from the satter of astronomial data (at large

z) and the systemati one is estimated from the unertainty of the �ne splitting

measurement in the laboratory [18,19℄ (at z = 0, whih serves as the referene point

for the estimation of ��). The orresponding upper limit of the � variation rate

averaged over � 10

10

yr is



j _�=�j < 1:4� 10

�14

yr

�1

(3)

(at the 95% on�dene level). This onstraint is muh more stringent than those

obtained from all but one previous astronomial observations. The notable ex-

eption is presented by Webb et al. [20℄, who have analysed spetrosopi data of

similar quality, but estimated � from omparison of Fe ii and Mg ii �ne-splitted

walelengths in extragalati spetra and in the laboratory. Their result indiates a

tentative time-variation of �: ��=� = (�1:9 � 0:5)� 10

�5

at z = 1:0{1.6. Note,

however, two important soures of a possible systemati error whih ould mimi

the e�et: (a) Fe,ii and Mg ii lines used are situated in di�erent orders of the

ehelle-spetra, so relative shifts in alibration of the di�erent orders an simu-

late the e�et of �-variation, and (b) were the relative abundanes of Mg isotopes

hanging during the osmologial evolution, the Mg ii lines would be subjeted to

an additional z-dependent shift relative to the Fe ii lines, quite suÆient to sim-

ulate the variation of � (this shift an be easily estimated from reent laboratory

measurements [21℄). In ontrast, the method based on the �ne splitting of a line

of the same ion speies (Si iv in the above example) is not a�eted by these two

unertainty soures. Thus we believe that the restrition (3) is the most reliable at

present for the long-term history of the Universe.

Aording to our analysis, some theoretial models are inonsistent with observa-

tions. For example, power laws � / t

n

with n = 1, �1=4, and �4=3, published by

various authors in 1980s, are exluded. Moreover, the Teller{Dyson's hypothesis on

the logarithmi dependene of � on t [22,5℄ has also been shown to be inonsistent

with observations.

Many regions of formation of the spetral lines, observed at large redshifts in

di�erent diretions in the sky, had been ausally disonneted at the epohs of line

formation. Thus, no information ould have been exhanged between these regions

of the Universe and, in priniple, the fundamental onstants ould be di�erent

there. However, a separate analysis [23℄ has shown that � value is the same in

di�erent diretions in the sky within the 3� relative error j��=�j < 3� 10

�4

.

PROTON-TO-ELECTRON MASS RATIO

The dimensionless onstant � = m

p

=m

e

approximately equals the ratio of the

onstants of strong interation g

2

=(�h) � 14 and eletromagneti interation � �

1=137:036, where g is the e�etive oupling onstant alulated from the amplitude

of nuleon{�-meson sattering at low energy.

In order to hek the osmologial variability of � we have used high-redshift

absorption lines of moleular hydrogen H

2

in the spetrum of the quasar PKS

0528{250. This is the �rst (and, in a sense, unique) high-redshift system of H

2

absorption lines disovered in 1985 [24℄. A study of these objets yields information

of paramount importane on the physial onditions � 10

10

years ago.

A possibility of distinguishing between the osmologial redshift of spetral wave-

lengths and shifts due to a variation of � arises from the fat that the eletroni,



TABLE 2. Comparison of wavelengths of eletron-vibro-rotational

lines for H

2

, D

2

, and T

2

.

i �

i

(H

2

) �

i

(D

2

) �

i

(T

2

) K

i

L 0{0 R(1) 1108.633 1103.351 1101.021 �8:18� 10

�3

L 0{2 R(1) 1077.697 1081.153 1082.760 +5:35� 10

�3

L 0{9 R(1) 992.013 1015.610 1027.218 +3:80� 10

�2

vibrational, and rotational energies of H

2

eah undergo a di�erent dependene on

the redued mass of the moleule. Hene omparing ratios of wavelengths �

i

of

various H

2

eletron-vibration-rotational lines in a quasar spetrum at some red-

shift z and in laboratory (at z = 0), we an trae variation of �. The method had

been used previously by Foltz et al. [25℄, whose analysis was orreted later in our

papers [26,23,27℄. In the latter papers, we alulated the sensitivity oeÆients K

i

of the wavelengths �

i

with respet to possible variation of � and applied a linear

regression analysis to the measured redshifts of individual lines z

i

as funtion of

K

i

. An illustration of the wavelength dependenes on the mass of the nuleus is

given in Table 2, where a few resonane wavelengths of hydrogen, deuterium, and

tritium moleules are listed. One an see that, as the nulear mass inreases, dif-

ferent wavelengths shift in di�erent diretions. More omplete tables, as well as

two algorithms of K

i

alulation, are given in Refs. [23,28℄.

Thus, if the proton mass in the epoh of line formation were di�erent from the

present value, the measured z

i

and K

i

values would orrelate:

z

i

z

k

=

(�

i

=�

k

)

z

(�

i

=�

k

)

0

' 1 + (K

i

�K

k

)

 

��

�

!

: (4)

We have performed a z-to-K regression analysis using a modern high-resolution

spetrum of PKS 0528�250 [28℄. Several tens of the H

2

lines have been identi�ed;

a portion of the spetrum whih reveales some of the lines is shown in Fig. 1. The

redshift estimates for individual absorption lines with their individual errorbars

are plotted in Fig. 2 against their sensitivity oeÆients. The resulting parameter

estimate and 1� unertainty is

��=� = (�11:5� 7:6 [stat℄� 1:9 [syst℄)� 10

�5

: (5)

The 2� on�dene interval to ��=� is

j��=�j < 2:0� 10

�4

: (6)

Assuming that the age of the Universe is � 15 Gyr the redshift of the H

2

absorption

system z = 2:81080 orresponds to the elapsed time of 13 Gyr (in the standard

osmologial model). Therefore we arrive at the restrition

j _�=�j < 1:5� 10

�14

yr

�1

(7)

on the variation rate of �, averaged over 90% of the lifetime of the Universe.



FIGURE 2. Redshift values inferred from an analysis of separate spetral features in an H

2

absorption system in the spetrum of the quasar PKS 0528�250, plotted vs. �

i

(�)-sensitivity

oeÆients K

i

. The slanted solid line shows the most probable regression and the dashed ones

orespond to �1� deviations of the slope.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the theoretial predition of the time-dependenes of fundamental on-

stants, a statistially signi�ant variation of any of the onstants have not been

reliably deteted up to date, aording to our point of view substantiated above.

The upper limits obtained indiate that the onstants of eletroweak and strong

interations did not signi�antly hange over the last 90% of the history of the

Universe. This shows that more preise measurements and observations and their

aurate statistial analyses are required in order to detet the expeted variations

of the fundamental onstants.
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